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Though ASP has been used for years in Web development, the new version provides users with better and faster operability. Because ASP guru Richard Leinecker has written this book the information will be immediately applicable. Special Edition Using ASP.NET will also serve as a comprehensive reference to both experienced and new developers. This book provides real-world examples and troubleshooting with tips on how to integrate the technology with the other programs of Visual Studio.NET and content developed in previous versions of ASP.

I haven't been this excited for quite some time. The Microsoft .NET technology is poised to make a profound impact on software development. I can't say enough about the value of this new platform on which it's easy to write enterprise applications.

ASP.NET is a big part of the overall .NET picture. It's a continuation of classic ASP, but much more. An ASP developer will see a lot of similarities to classic ASP, but the ASP.NET technology is much more. It was written from the ground up to solve all the shortcomings of classic ASP and add more than most ASP developers could even imagine. The leap that Microsoft has taken in going from classic ASP to ASP.NET is kind of like the one Adam experienced in the movie Blast From the Past—he came up after being in a bomb shelter for 35 years, and then came face to face with modern society. The difference between classic ASP and ASP.NET is at least that dramatic.
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Microcomputer Quantum MechanicsAdam Hilger, 1986
How sad to learn a language and then to have nothing to say. This is, however, a very common situation in computing. Students learn how to write simple programs, but there is often nothing upon which they can test their new-found skills and no way of building upon their experience by using the computer on real or even realistic problems. Dr...
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Excel Formulas and Functions For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Put the power of Excel formulas and functions to work for you!


	Excel is a complex program. Mastering the use of formulas and functions lets you use Excel to compute useful day-to-day information, such as calculating the true cost of credit card purchases or comparing 15-year and 30-year mortgage costs. This fun and friendly...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 New FeaturesMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Get full details on all the innovative features and benefits available in the  upcoming release of SQL Server 2005. This authoritative guide explains the new  and improved enterprise data management capabilities, developer functions, and  business intelligence tools. You’ll see how the new release offers enhanced  scalability,...
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Ultrahigh-Speed Optical Transmission TechnologySpringer, 2007

	Ultrahigh-speed optical transmission technology is a key technology for increasing the communication capacity. In optical fibre networks, the number of wavelength channels and the bit rate per wavelength channel, i.e. the TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) bit rate, determine the transmission capacity. Currently, TDM bit rates of more than 40...
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Inside Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services 3.0 (Pro Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
Get in-depth architectural insights for building enterprise solutions-straight from the experts.

Focus is on the internals of the Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 platform with this in-depth, straightforward reference. You get expert insights, task-oriented guidance, and extensive code samples to help you master the intricacies of...
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Learn Swift by Building Applications: Explore Swift programming through iOS app developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Start building your very own mobile apps with this comprehensive introduction to Swift and object-oriented programming

	
		Key Features

		
			A complete beginner's guide to Swift programming language
	
			Understand core Swift programming concepts and techniques for creating popular...
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